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From #1 New York Times Bestselling Author Nora Roberts come two classics about not letting your

best-laid plans get in the way of life or loveIsland of FlowersLaine Simmons has travelled halfway

around the world to make amends with her estranged father, not defend herself against his

infuriating business partner. Dillon O'Brian seems convinced that Laine is only after her father's

money. Well, if he wants to believe that, fine! She wants nothing to do with the arrogant,

judgmentalâ€¦and very sexy Mr. O'Brian anyway. But try as she might, Laine can't get Dillon out of

her head or her heart. UntamedStraitlaced lawyer Keane Prescott has no interest in his late father's

circus, until he meets lion tamer Jovillette Wilder. Jo is unlike any woman he's ever met. She's

beautiful, graceful, fearless and about as unpredictable as the animals she tames. Keane knows

there's no way she'd fit into his life, yet all it takes is just one kiss and suddenly running away to join

the circus seems like the best idea he's ever had!
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First, "Untamed": it was an interesting story; typical Nora Roberts, not her best, but definitely not her

worst. I enjoyed it while driving on a long trip.But I must say: I couldn't even listen to "Island of

Flowers"! The reader sounds like she is sick and in the hospital, trying to tell this story before she

dies! And if that was the case, I'm sorry .... but they should have found a reader who wasn't ill! I

tried, but I only could stand about 10 minutes of the whiny, exhausted voice reading the story! I am

not exaggerating... I truly could not stand to listen to it. I actually listened to another book again on

the return drive rather than listen to this one. It's the worst audio book I ever bought.



Romance, romance, romance. Okay to listen to as a CD, but I wouldn't have finished reading it in

print format. But then, I'm not very fond of the romance genre.

Wonderful read (I purchased the audio book and it did make my ride so enjoyable).

I enjoyed this series of two stories pretty well. I was disappointed in the second story in that I felt it

was not as well-developed as the first.

enjoyed it very much. two stories for the price of one. nora Roberts always does a very good job.

thanks.
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